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Introduction to Random Signals and NoiseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal.    

    With a strong mathematical grounding, this text...
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Technical Analysis of the Currency Market: Classic Techniques for Profiting from Market Swings and Trader Sentiment (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Proven currency-specific trading strategies from one of today's top currency analysts
    
    "If you trade currency, then you need to have this book on your desk. It's the only book you need for technical analysis of the fastest-moving market on the planet."
    -Rob Booker, Currency Trader, W.R. Booker & Company...
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Becoming a Values-Based LeaderInformation Age Publishing, 2012

	What is Values-Based Leadership? How does one become a Values-Based Leader? Why Value-Based Leadership? Certainly these are critical questions. It is now widely recognized that effective leaders, from Martin Luther King through political leaders and corporate executives, have a foundation of values that guide their decision-making, and...
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Visualizing Project Management: Models and Frameworks for Mastering Complex SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Visualization: A powerful technique for achieving high performance
Complex systems do not require complex project management. The most effective project managers are able to simplify their project environment and organize projects, large and small, to achieve predictable results. This book explains how anyone responsible for a project can apply...
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Higher Returns from Safe Investments: Using Bonds, Stocks, and Options to Generate Lifetime IncomeFT Press, 2010

	“Marvin Appel is a discerning and highly regarded money manager. In this concise but compelling text, he shows how individual investors can use a range of fixed-income strategies to gain superior returns while ably managing risk.” --Nelson Freeburg, Editor, Formula Research

...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling in Excel for Analysts and MBAs (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Rutgers professor, Dr. Isaac Gottlieb demonstrates an array of advanced financial and accounting functions in this practical Excel modeling book. He shows how to quickly create models that deliver accurate, relevant information related to efficiency, forecasting, and a host of other business and reporting issues. This book describes how Excel...
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Succeeding with Open SourceAddison Wesley, 2004
Much like Odysseus—who had to negotiate perils between Scylla and Charybdis—IT managers face daunting challenges. On one side, there is relentless pressure to cut costs. On the other lies an unending demand for innovative solutions. However, unlike Odysseus, IT managers must not simply avoid either fate: Instead, they must fulfill both...
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Instructional Engineering in Networked Environments (Tech Training Series)Pfeiffer, 2003
A Dynamic, Research-Based Approach to Knowledge Management
In this book, Gilbert Paquette–an internationally recognized expert in the field of technology-based training–offers IT professionals, trainers, and consultants a revolutionary method for going beyond simple information management. Instructional Engineering in Networked...
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Think Like Amazon: 50 1/2 Ideas to Become a Digital LeaderMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
	
		
	

	
		“Reading this book is like having Jeff Bezos advise me.” ?Eric Martinez, Founder and CEO of Modjoul

	...
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Sarbanes-Oxley IT Compliance Using COBIT and Open Source ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2005
A Toolkit for IT Professionals 		


Whether you work for a publicly traded or pre-IPO company or as an IT consultant, you are familiar with the daunting task of complying with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. You have no doubt seen the hour and dollar estimates for compliance go up...
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The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a Richer LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
If money were about math,    none of us would be carrying any debt.
The numbers are simple. What’s complicated    is what we do with money. We use    money to soothe our feelings and buy respect,    to show how much we care or how    little. We don’t simply earn, save, and    spend money: we flirt with it, crave it,...
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Advanced Topics In Database ResearchIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The Advanced Topics in Database Research book series has been regarded as an excellent academic books series in the fields of database, software engineering, and systems analysis and design. The goal of the book series is to provide researchers and practitioners the latest ideas and excellent works in the fields. This is the fourth volume of the...
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